Santa Claus is
coming to town
Santa has lots of festive goodies for you. You can unbox
the connection with MTC’s Festive Season Specials this holiday.
Visit your nearest Mobile Home for great deals on
mobile phones and accessories now.
#MTCSantaDeals

Festive season Advert
to be added
Festive
Season
Specials
from Santa
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Welcome to our world of connections
A first is always a challenging endeavour, yet we take it on when the
outcome brings us closer to our 2.5 million subscribers.
At MTC, we are proud to tap into our rich heritage as the nation’s
number one telecommunications provider to present you with this
magazine that is aimed at sharing everything new and exciting in
our world with you.
Through the pages of this magazine, we intend to connect
Namibians from all walks of life to the possibilities in that a
connected world presents. In your personal life, or business or
career, MTC CONNECT hopes to give you the tools to live better
through technology.
This magazine is not only available in physical print form but also
available digitally, so you can access it anywhere and at anytime on
www.connect.mtc.com.na.
However you access it, this magazine is for you, the most valuable
member of our network. Whoever you are, and whereever you might
be in our beautiful Namibia, this is for you. Because at the heart of
everything we do at MTC is YOU. We remain inspired by you and
would therefore like to hear your thoughts and opinions on our
maiden edition of MTC CONNECT. Please feel free to share these on
our social media platforms.
Most of all, we hope these stories, tips and information help you do
more, reach for more and achieve more. As the theme of our new
campaign promises; this magazine is really about who you are and
where you're going to.
Here's wishing we all #GetThere with MTC, this season and many to
come.

Janet Kapenda
Brand Executive: Marketing
Mobile Telecommunications Ltd

MTC Connect Magazine is a publication of the Mobile Telecommunications Company.

Contact us:

mtc.com.na
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Get more for less on select packages
designed for you.
Our select packages are designed to give you more. Now you can achieve more, do more and get more for less.

1.8 GB

612 MB
N$

99

Subscription fee

N$

3.5 GB

299

N$

Subscription fee

12 GB

6 GB

499

699

N$

Subscription fee

Subscription fee

N$

Subscription fee

899

Select Go

Select Up

Select Super

Select Pro

Select Premium

512MB Free Data
100MB Social Media Data

1.5GB Free Data
300MB Social Media Data

3GB Free Data
512MB Social Media Data

5GB Free Data
1GB Social Media Data

10GB Free Data
2GB Social Media Data

Free Data

50 MIN
50 SMS
*Shared SIM x2

600 MIN
600 SMS

250 MIN
250 SMS
*Shared SIM x2

1000 MIN
1000 SMS

900 MIN
900 SMS

*Shared SIM x2

*Shared SIM x2

*Shared SIM x2

Get more data, control
and choice with MoBiz.
Whether you’re running a start-up or managing a multi-national, choose one of our all-new MoBiz Packages
and enjoy more data,more control, more flexibility for your business.
You can share voice and data on a shared SIM. You can also add a Phone Plan, or just keep your existing device.
And with contracts running to either 12 or 24 months, with MoBiz, the sky is the limit.

612 MB
N$

1.2GB

99

N$

Subscription fee

3.4 GB

199

N$

Subscription fee

Mobiz Sky II

Mobiz Sky III

Mobiz Sky IV

1 GB Free Data
200 MB Social Media Data

2 GB Free Data
400 MB Social Media Data

4 GB Free Data
512 MB Social Media Data

250 MIN
250 SMS

600 MIN
600 SMS

150 MIN
150 SMS
*Shared SIM x2

*Shared SIM x2

7 GB

N$

699

Subscription fee

*Shared SIM x2

12 GB
N$

899

24 GB
N$

1,499

Subscription fee

Subscription fee

Mobiz Sky V

Mobiz Sky VI

Mobiz Sky VII

6 GB Free Data
1 GB Social Media Data

10 GB Free Data
2 GB Social Media Data

20 GB Free Data
4 GB Social Media Data

900 MIN
900 SMS
*Shared SIM x2

499

Subscription fee

50 MIN
50 SMS
*Shared SIM x2

299

Subscription fee

Mobiz Sky I
512 MB Free Data
100 MB Social Media Data

4.5 GB
N$

1000 MIN
1000 SMS
*Shared SIM x2

3000 MIN
3000 SMS
*Shared SIM x2

*Add a Shared SIM to share free units @ N$50 per month with a once oﬀ connection fee of N$218. Cannot be selected on its own must be linked to a Service plan. T&C apply
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Connect your home with our all-new
SmartShare Packages and share your
voice and data on a shared SIM.
The main member gets 100% of the voice bundle, other members get up to 50%.
You can have up to 5 shared SIMs on the same plan!
Choose between 12 and 24-month contracts, and enjoy more data, more control and more family fun.
These new packages are phone-free, so you can keep the phone you have or pick up a new one on a
separate Phone Plan. The choice is yours!
SIM share voice allocation breakdown:
Master – Always 100%, 1 x Shared SIM – 50%,
2 x Shared SIMs – 33%, 3 x Shared SIMs – 25%, 4 x Shared SIMs – 20%,5 x Shared SIMs – 16%

20 GB
N$

530

Subscription fee

962

Subscription fee

SmartShare
TurboBoost 125GB

TurboBoost Cost N$ 172

TurboBoost Cost N$ 318

60 days

60 days

TurboBoost Validity
*No Shared SIM

*No Shared SIM

6 GB

3.6 GB

399

N$

SmartShare
TurboBoost 20GB

TurboBoost Validity

N$

125 GB

N$

599

9.6 GB
N$

799

14.4 GB
N$

999

Subscription fee

Subscription fee

Subscription fee

Subscription fee

SmartShare Mini

SmartShare Multi

SmartShare Maxi

SmartShare Mega

8 GB Free Data
1.6 GB Social Media Data

12 GB Free Data
2.4 GB Social Media Data

1000 MIN
1000 SMS

2000 MIN
2000 SMS

3 GB Free Data
614 MB Social Media Data
500 MIN
500 SMS
*Shared SIM x2

5 GB Free Data
1 GB Social Media Data
800 MIN
800 SMS
*Shared SIM x2

*Shared SIM x2

*Shared SIM x2

*Add a Shared SIM to share free units @ N$50 per month with a once oﬀ connection fee of N$218. Cannot be selected on its own must be linked to a Service plan. T&C apply
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tis the season of
great deals
The best deals await you on our contract packages. Find the deal that’s
designed for who you are and where you’re going to.
#GetThere with MTC

Save

N$ 1236.83

N$ 1398.05

over 24 months

over 24 months

over 24 months

over 24 months
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Huawei Mate 20
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WORD FOR WORD

Melvin Angula: MTC's new Chief Commercial Officer

shares his views on life, work and his vision for the future.

As far as success stories go Melvin Angula, who was recently appointed
Chief Commercial Officer at MTC, is the embodiment of how hard work and
determination can set the stage for career transformation. Connect Magazine
(CM) caught up with Melvin to get the inside scoop on what makes him tick,
his life and career.
CM: Who has been the biggest
influence on your life? And why?
MA: My mother. She’s been my best
friend for the longest time and continues
to be my confidant to this day. She
singlehandedly raised me to be the man
that I am today, which was not always
easy for her, so making her proud is my
primary objective.
CM: How did you get into your line of
work?
MA: Funny thing is, I always wanted
to be a pilot but couldn’t afford it so
I went to NUST (then Polytechnic)
and asked what was the most popular
course offered at the time, they said
ICT. I enrolled and found myself as a
beneficiary of an MTC Bursary. My career
grew from there as soon as MTC took
me in as a trainee Radio Technician after
graduating.
CM: What does it mean to be CCO?
MA: Being responsible for MTC’s
commercial strategy, my team and I help
marketing, sales, product development
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and customer service push the
organisation to profitability. My team and
I strive to drive MTC’s customer centricity,
making sure that our customers'
experience with our products and
services are aligned with MTC's strategic
commercial objectives.
CM: What feeds your passion?
MA: Seeing the positive impact our
products have on communities. Studies
have shown that ICT is an essential part
of creating stronger, happier and more
connected communities. To be part of
that and one day share the experience
with your kids is what I think immortality
feels like.
CM: What lessons has your work life
taught you?
MA: It has taught me that you are not
the centre of the universe and you can
never succeed alone. It has also taught
me that hard work pays off and you need
to love what you do or you'll never be
happy wherever you work.
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My team and I strive to drive
MTC’s customer centricity. Making
sure that our customers and
the customer interface with the
company’s product and service
offering are aligned to meet its
strategic commercial objectives.

CM: Can you describe a typical day or
week in your job?
MA: My work starts from home. I’m up
at 4am every weekday to review my
schedule for the day. I set top priorities
for my team and I, send out emails that
require responses and plan a top three to
do list for the day. I then make my way
to the office and meet with my team to
discuss progress on the activities and
plans for the day which I allow them to
execute while I attend to my weekly and

scheduled meetings and finish my top
three list.

CM: What are you proudest of?
MA: Being a father

CM: What do you like most about
working at MTC?
MA: MTC is always testing and
challenging the way we think and do
things. It also allows for a culture of
growth and opportunities. The HR
department does great work when it
comes to employee satisfaction and that
should be commendable.

CM: What does the future of MTC have
in hold for us?
MA: MTC’s goal is to be a digital partner
to organisations and businesses as well
as a digital enabler for our communities
with the vision of making Namibia a
smart society.
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TechExpert: Call anyone, anywhere
without airtime

I

magine you are in a remote area where the cellular coverage

If you move away from a WiFi network while on a VoWiFi

is poor. And then, that long awaited life-changing phone

conversation, the call will not be dropped, but it will automatically

call comes. The weak cellular signal could make phone

continue on your service provider’s cellular network signal.

calls frustrating and awkward with a lot of the conversation

sounding like, "Hel... hello? hello? Can you hear me now? Am I

What are the benefits of VoWi-Fi?

clearer now?'

• Can make calls without the need for a mobile signal;
• Single, uniform voice dialer on their smartphone;

However, with Voice over Wi-Fi (VoWiFi), you do not have to
press one ear to the phone as your one hand tries to block out

• Allows for voice services over any Wi-Fi network (home, office,
hotspots);

noise from your other ear, all the while trying to find the body

• Wi-Fi Calling provides better indoor coverage;

posture and position to get a better signal. This is because VoWiFi

• Seamless call transfer support between Wi-Fi and LTE (using

gives you crystal clear conversation in High Definition voice and
video calls.

VoLTE) and specific support in the device;
• A call from anywhere in the world will be charged like a mobile
call in your home mobile network whenever you have access

Making calls using WiFi is not a new thing. We are all familiar

to the Internet over Wi-Fi.

with Skype, Viber, WhatsApp, Facebook Messenger and so on, but
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VoWiFi is not the same. VoWiFi does not need you to download or

So, when the new wave of cellular technology calls, make sure

use any apps, you simply dial like you are making a normal call.

you can answer by taking advantage of this feature and ensure

All you have to do is turn on the settings of a compatible handset

your phone is VoWiFi capable, something that should be easy if

and every time your phone is connected to a WiFi network, you

you are on the MTC network.

will be able to make HD phone calls.

To know more, check out our website www.mtc.com.na

Nothing alocated
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A better voice
with VoLTE

to the older 2G and 3G technologies when necessary to enable a
seamless experience. A customer on VoLTE can call a customer
on a non-VoLTE device, or who is not in 4G/LTE coverage, and
vice versa however, the full functionality of VoLTE may be limited.
Difference between VoLTE and normal LTE calls

V

oice over Long-Term Evolution (VoLTE) is a standard

VoLTE is specifically targeted at managing and improving high-

for high-speed wireless communication for mobile

speed voice and data services over 4G LTE networks. In LTE,

phones and data terminals—including IoT devices

the voice quality reduces while making voice calls with the data

and wearables. VoLTE is a service available to certain

connection on, thus urging you to turn off the cellular data to

smartphone devices that allows for traditional voice calls to be

enjoy a better voice call service. Not only can far more data be

terminated over the 4G/LTE network as opposed to the traditional

transferred over a 4G LTE connection as opposed to a 2G or 3G

older 2G and 3G networks. The service aims to improve voice

connection, but you're essentially getting an HD voice call every

call quality by offering HD voice, simultaneous voice and data

time you use a VoLTE device. Equally impressive are the improved

transfer during a call, faster call set-up times, as well as better

coverage and connectivity options that VoLTE will bring with it.

network availability.
Benefits of VoLTE
VoLTE can provide service providers and device users with

'The service aims to improve
voice call quality'

multiple benefits, including:
• Uses the spectrum more efficiently than traditional voice
• Increases battery life when compared to VoIP
• Provides a superior audio quality and a clearer calling
experience
• Offers more reliable services and interoperability

In order to use VoLTE a customer needs to have a compatible

• Lets users make calls and use data simultaneously

device that supports VoLTE, the correct version of software

• Allows up to six-way conference calls

approved as well as the VoLTE service provisioned on their SIM

• Can be deployed along with multimedia services such as video

card. The VoLTE function, depending on device type, may also

sharing and multimedia messaging

need to be switched on in the device’s settings, please consult

• Simplifies network management and developer accessibility

your device manufacturer’s user guide to find out where to

• Frees up network bandwidth due to a smaller packet

enable VoLTE.
When purchasing your next mobile device, choose one that
VoLTE will only function when in 4G/LTE coverage, however it is

supports VoLTE, so that you can enjoy better services and

important to note that the device will automatically switch back

offerings on our network.
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google it to
now I get it
If google is your friend, then get closer to it on the
network that helps you stay on top of your game.
#GetThere with MTC
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Glam app!
How YouTube’s Augmented-Reality Beauty
feature makes trying on makeup hassle free.

T

here are more textures and
colours in makeup now than ever
before but with so much choice,
purchasing the perfect product
has become even harder. The array of
colours, myriad of brands, and sales
people eager to use your face as a training
ground for honing their skills all combine
to make shopping for makeup a bit of a
chore. In fact, more than three quarters
of consumers admit that they don’t like
physically trying on products in stores, it’s
just way too cumbersome!
Introducing YouTube’s new Augmented
Reality (AR) Beauty feature that can be
found within the mobile app. It allows you
to try makeup products without having to
physically apply anything on your skin.
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The idea that you can see what different
shades of colours will look on your skin,
how contouring and accents can set off
your best assets - all without actually
setting foot in a store is becoming more
and more attractive to women. This
accounts for the rising popularity of apps
like YouTube's AR Beauty.
The feature works by using your front
facing camera to detect and track the
distinct contours on your face. Similar to
those Snapchat AR filters we all love so
much, the Beauty feature then overlays
the make-up on top of your face and
with the ability to detect skin tone, it can
adjust to the right shade of makeup for
you. Having the AR Beauty feature on
YouTube reduces the nitty-gritty effort of

trying on multiple makeup products, while
also centralising makeup try-ons onto one
platform.

'Try makeup
products without
having to physically
apply anything on
your skin'
Although still in its infancy, the feature
enables viewers to digitally try on lipstick
from brands like MAC and NARS by
tapping on YouTube ads both on iOS and
Android devices. But it's going to only be
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“Makeup is an art form for me. It’s a form of expression, and it’s
such a cool way to get my creative juices flowing”
– James Charles

a matter of time when more features will
be added. Perhaps you can swap make up
ideas with friends online, take tutorials or
offer your advice to some Cinderella who
needs to glam up for a ball!
Recently, ModiFace, a similar AR beauty
app, was acquired by cosmetics giant
L’Oréal, guaranteeing that you’ll be seeing
more AR technology not only in apps
but in stores. ModiFace has augmented
reality apps that let you virtually try on
new makeup, eye colours, hairstyles and
a ton more. All this allows you to explore
and find the perfect makeup that brings
out the best in yourself-expression. So,
whether it’s a subtle and professional look
for work or radiant and pop for a night
out, there are apps to help you
#GetThere with MTC.
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BEHIND THE SCENE

#GetThere
with MTC Photoshoot
Here are some snapshots of our recent photoshoot for our new
brand campaign.
#GetThere is a shoutout to the dreamers and go-getters. Young
and Old. It’s a head-nod to those that take on the challenge of the
day and push boundaries to get things done.
Your ambitions are driving us to innovate faster than ever before.
Whether you dream of starting your own business, becoming an
industry leader or having your name in the spotlight, MTC is here
to connect you from Point A to Point B, where B is a better place
for you and those who matter most.
#GetThere is a celebration of the connections that make life an
exciting journey. We’re here for family and friends. To cheer up a
bad day. Unite old friends and lost lovers. For the tweets, memes
and laugh emojis. We’re here to brighten up a gloomy day, and to
keep you connected to your hustle.
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CONNECT WITH OUR NEW
AND IMPROVED WEBSITE

T

he saying goes “If it ain’t
broke(n), don’t fix it!” So
why would MTC change their
website? The answer is simple:
Website Conversion Optimisation. “What
is that?” you might ask.
Website conversion optimisation is
when changes are made to a website to
improve it. In other words, it is making
changes to make a website more efficient
at fulfilling its function.
Considering the size of the website
and how much information it contains,
navigating or looking for something
specific on the old website was rather
challenging. The developers addressed
this by providing the option to browse
in a ‘personal’ or ‘business’ capacity,
thereby streamlining the appropriate
information you need.

The most noticeable feature on the
landing page is the rotating banners with
several visuals indicating our products
and services in use. These give a sneak
preview of sorts into our world while
encouraging the visitor to explore more.

There's a lot we can tell you about our
new, improved website. A lot of back end
work went into making it a more userfriendly experience and as much as we
would like to share these with you, we
also don't want to bore you.

The simplified user navigation bar and
drop-down menu make it easier for
visitors to find their way around and
find what they are looking for. The
concise style of the site also allows
visitors quickly access new information,
promotions on offer and other corporate
information like vacancies, tenders and
more.

As they say, "the taste of the pudding is
in the eating". So, why don't you visit our
website and let us know what you think.
Your opinions, ideas and more will surely
inspire us to keep finding new ways to
make our website help you #GetThere.
Send your comments and feedback to
webinfo@mtc.com.na after visiting
www.mtc.com.na.
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There are many ideas for technology-related businesses out there that
allow entrepreneurs with some tech-savviness to put their experience
into building successful new companies.
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from Start-up
to Growth
How businesses are using tech to conquer
the world.

A

s technology continues to play
a vital role in the day to day
operations of almost every
business across industries
worldwide, multiple Namibian business
have jumped on the tech bandwagon to
dominate various industries locally.
One such business is LEFA - an
Oshiwambo word which directly translates
to ‘lift’, LEFA is a shuttle cab requesting
app with services that resemble the
internationally acclaimed Uber but with a
Namibian twist.
The brainchild of Melchizedek Ausiku,
LEFA acts as a connecting service between
passengers and registered shuttle drivers
and like Uber, it does not own any cars of
its own.
How LEFA works is that you have to
download the mobile application and are
required to register by entering a valid cell
phone number and email address which
in turn allows you to request for a ride by
simply entering the location where you
would like to be transported to. You are

not required to submit a current location
as this is an inbuilt functionality that
already exists within the app.
As to give the ordinary taxis a run for their
money, LEFA operates in all suburbs in and
around Windhoek as well as to and from
Hosea Kutako International Airport and
provides convenient cash and cashless
payment options for passengers.
In true tech fashion, the app also allows
you to get to know your driver while you
wait by providing a driver profile, ratings,
and vehicle information. Once a ride is
confirmed, you can track your shuttle in
real-time giving you the controls on your
fingertips.
Undoubtedly the best thing to happen
to fast food delivery in Namibia, Dial-AMeal has been providing Namibians with
delicious food from their favourite eateries
for more than two decades, all at a phone
call’s request.
Whether you’re too busy, feeling too
chilled to catch a cab or you’ve been
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FROM START-UP TO GROWTH continues...

struck by an epic hangover that has left you unable to move, let
alone drive, Dial-A-Meal is that fairy that swoops in to deliver
some mouth-watering dishes for you – hot off the roaster of
some of the best known restaurants in the country. All you have
to do is pick up a phone and make the call.

'a new wave of services
at the convenience of
consumers locally as well
as internationally.'

Globally, online shopping is one of the biggest industries
facilitated by the technological advancements of the internet era.
Though it’s still a new concept in Namibia which is met with a lot
of scepticism, online shopping has been showing some promise
locally with the growth of ‘Instagram boutiques’ and online stores
boasting an array of goods and services from electronics, clothing
to food and skincare products.
One such shop is kiyomisandz.com which is a lifestyle brand
and skincare business that develops premium-quality skincare
products for both men and women.
Owned by Cosmetic Chemist Sandra Mwiihangele, the awardwinning brands’ products range from natural and organic body
butters to facial and body exfoliating scrubs made from African
fruit and plant-based ingredients along with globally sourced raw
materials.
Since its humble beginnings, it has secured shelf space in the
largest retail shops nationwide and selling out online month after
month. The kiyomisandz brand seems to be the gift that keeps
on giving and doesn’t show any signs of slowing down any time
soon.
22

From cab rides to fast food delivery to online shopping and so
much more, technology has enabled the start and growth of
a lot of businesses by providing a new wave of services at the
convenience of consumers locally as well as internationally.
Today’s tech-savvy consumers have access to brands across a
global marketplace; are not restricted to trading hours, and they
know what they want, thus technology is imperative to connect
with customers, improve experiences and drive customer loyalty.
To compete in the market place, businesses have to evolve to
meet customers’ needs and exceed their expectations. This can
only be done by implementing technology solutions that provide
a seamless experience whether in-store or online.
There are many ideas for technology-related businesses out there
that allow entrepreneurs with some tech-savviness to put their
experience into building successful new companies.
Many of these ideas involve selling services, meaning that you
won’t need to have a bunch of money tied up in inventory and
you can start many of these businesses with very little
upfront capital.
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Tips for successful
Entrepreneurship.
Online and off.
• Take risks and be willing to fail:
Failure doesn’t preclude you from ultimately
succeeding – in fact, it’s often a necessary step.
• Never stop networking:
When you haven’t gotten your business off the
ground, connections will help to keep it afloat.
• Learn your niché:
Many startups succeed because they’ve identified a
niché and have cornered that market.
As technology continues to change, the ability to adapt to those
changes and help others in the process has all the makings of a
very powerful business foundation that enables your business to
#GetThere.

• Be a consummate student:
Long after you leave your last class, you still learn
new things every day. As an entrepreneur, you must
always be a student of life.
• Don’t worry about your wallet:
If you’re starting a business, you’re going to take
a few financial hits. As they say, you can’t make
money without spending money.
• But try not to go broke:
With that said, you can’t add value if you can’t pay
rent or buy groceries.
• Be flexible and listen to the market:
Even if you nail down the perfect niché, it won’t
necessarily remain the same forever.
• Take care of yourself:
What good is a successful startup if you destroy
yourself in the process? Nothing is as precious as
health, which is why you shouldn’t sacrifice your
well-being for the sake of your business endeavour.
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A world of digital possibilities awaits at our new

MTC Innovation Centre

MTC is launching its Innovation Centre! It’s the first of its kind in Namibia and is
set to be the future home for all MTC Business products and services, including the
launch of 5G smart city functions, Cirrus and cloud backup and recovery services.
The MTC Innovation Centre will provide unprecedented access to digital tools that
are new on the market, connecting customers to greater possibilities. It’s a gamechanging space that serves as a smart-home where individual and business clients
can experience the internet of things (IoT) and all its benefits.
The centre is conveniently located next to the MTC Mobile Home in Maerua Mall,
to provide you with more efficient service for any of your queries about all things
digital. Stay tuned for more information on this initiative that has us and all
Namibians excited.
Opening this November, come experience how our innovation center will help you
and your business #GetThere with MTC
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Co-Parenting
with Google
How do we open the door
to the wonderful world of
information without letting
in inappropriate content?

W

hen my son started grade
one, it felt like I was in
school all over again.
Except this time, it was
nothing like what I remembered.
We never did research and presentations
in front of the class at that age or that
early in my generation's primary school
education.
One afternoon, my son was excited about
his first-ever assignment. Each student in
his class had to make a presentation about a
non-domestic animal of their choice.

It is important to
remember that
Google or the
internet doesn’t
free us from our
responsibilities as
parents, teachers
or guardians.

Now, my son loves predators, so naturally
he decided to make his presentation on
a creature known to strike fear in the
hearts of the bravest of men, women and
other animals: the mighty South American
Anaconda.
However, deep in the jungle known as the
internet lurked another kind of Anaconda.
At that time, it was a hit single by the US
artist Niki Minaj. Just the promotional
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material cover art itself had everyone
talking about it. The search engine
windows could not get enough of that
Anaconda.
So, when my young researcher typed
'ANACONDA' into the search engine
window, he was confronted by something
very different from what he had in mind.
He was confused as to what a half-naked
woman had to do with the Amazon rain
forest’s most dangerous hunter. I could
have told him certain similarities, but he is
way too young.
The reality is that In the wilderness of the
internet today, one intention can lead
to a completely different outcome. For
children, the internet is not a place they
can wander around without supervision. It
is filled with many things that parents like
myself would rather not have to explain
to their children until the age-appropriate
time.
The internet's intangible nature and being
on a computer can make many of us
not look at its dangers as being real. The
WWW may free us from not having to
know all the answers and help with every
piece of homework but It is important
to remember that Google or the internet
doesn’t free us from our responsibilities as
parents, teachers or guardians.
With that said, here are a few ways Google
can help us become more involved in
raising and educating our children:

1. As a quick way to remember
When your children are learning a
topic you definitely forgot decades ago,
searching for it on Google would be a
quick way to get it all back. This helps
make it possible to discuss the topic in a
way that helps your child understand the
concepts in a more in-depth manner.
This keeps you; the parent at the top of
the smart people hierarchy.
2. As a way to always have answers
If you are asked for help, or you offered it,
and find that you do not understand it either,
you can say “I don’t know.” and immediately
follow it with, “Let’s find out” and then use
Google's immense power to find everything
you need to know about the subject. This
also teaches your little one that it is ok not to
know, because you can always find help on
line and learn it together.

3. As access control
Some schools are now using tablets
and laptops, in the classroom and for
homework. It presents learners with the
technology early so they can master its
use and get ahead in life but there is a
dark side. It also makes it impossible to
always be present and make sure the
child is always safe while surfing on line.
However, there are a few steps you
can take to ensure the next time your
child goes on line, it does not result in
awkward questions or exposure to any
inappropriate information.

Here are some precautionary
measures one can take:
• Know your child’s password and do a periodic browser history check
• Make it so that they use the device in common areas
• Install internet security to protect the device from webcam spying
and inappropriate sites
• Instruct your children’s caretakers to be extra vigilant
• Spend time and communicate with your children about what is
appropriate
‘Google is your friend’ isn’t a common phrase for nothing. Who knows,
soon enough we might start saying ‘Google is your co-parent’ when
you manage to provide the security needed to allow your children to
explore.
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All roads lead to roam
Staying connected while away

A

dream destination can quickly turn into a
nightmare without connectivity. After all, a
simple journey has so many moving parts; buy
tickets, check in on line, identify and pay the
deposit for the accommodation, finalise your itinerary ,
pack the right clothes...and it is easy to see that missing
one item can lead to your trip not going exactly the way
you planned.
This is where staying connected can save the day, be it
a last minute change in conference venues, schedules,
transport arrangements and more.
Being reachable and able to get hold of the right people
is an advantage that comes with roaming. The ability
to communicate or go online helps you become more
self-reliant instead of waiting for someone to see what
they can do to assist. Connectivity definitely keeps you
in control.

Here are some tips to consider when you travel abroad
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Make sure roaming on our network is available
in your destination country
Make sure roaming is activated on your phone
Check your phone’s compatibility with your
destination’s signal frequency (check online)
If you have limited credit for roaming, calls
and data, keep your phone in flight mode 		
until you need to use your device
Always take advantage of hotspots and WIFI
access zones
Screen shot or print out necessary information,
such as addresses, phone numbers, schedules
you don't need data to access them

ROAM IN SOUTH AFRICA & STAY

CONNECTED
TO HOME

MTC now offers data roaming services to prepaid customers
throughout South Africa on the Vodacom network.
So if South Africa’s calling... feel free to roam.
To activate data roaming services for prepaid,
dial *682#

mtc.com.na

Save your data!
Data is the digital air that we breath. Our
smartphones rely on data for many things like
receiving WhatsApp messages to syncing
information and updating our devices.
It all consumes data.

Here are nine tips to help your device use less data.
1. Switch off apps that consume the most data, like video or music
streaming apps as well as chatting apps.

6. Uninstall any mobile apps that you no longer use to save
storage, battery-life and background data.

2. Download and stream content over WIFI.

7. Take your navigation apps offline and download the area map
that you use the most to minimize background data usage.

3. Only set your WhatsApp to download videos and large files,
when on WIFI.

8. Browse mobile versions of websites on your phone for lighter
data usage.

4. Switch off mobile data to avoid unexpected charges.
5. Switch off location services in your settings.
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9. Set a data usage limit on your phone to warn you before data
is depleted.

700
1500
3
700
N$53
+VAT

FREE
Minutes
FREE
SMSs
GB FREE
Data
MB Social
Media
Data

N$65

Happy Hours (Free Data):
Between 24h – 6h*

100
700
1
500
N$32
+VAT

FREE
Minutes
FREE
SMSs
GB FREE
Data
MB Social
Media
Data

N$40

How to Activate:
SMS #AwehGig# to 134

How to Activate:
SMS #SuperAweh# to 134

50
150
50
50
N$13
+VAT

FREE
Minutes
FREE
SMSs
MB FREE
Data
MB Social
Media
Data

N$15

How to Activate:
SMS #AwehGo# to 134

Aweh O-Yeah
product allows
customers to
choose a specific
bundle for each
voice minutes, Data
in Megabytes, SMS
quantity and Data
in Megabytes for
Social media.
How to Activate:
Dial *682# select 7
and choose options

350
700
200
200
N$32
+VAT

FREE
Minutes
FREE
SMSs
MB FREE
Data
MB Social
Media
Data

N$40

How to Activate:
SMS #Aweh# to 134

Terms & Conditions Apply
All free units received as a once-off on migration and valid for 7 days.

mtc.com.na

How to network when
you’re an introvert
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I

am a person that finds it hard to
speak in front of groups and to be
out there. So, I hate networking
events. This comes as a surprise
to most people as they know that kind of
work I do. I frown as they say, “But you’re
so much fun to be around”. And since it’s
part of my job, interacting with people on
a professional level makes my work easier
and more interesting. But to say that being
obligated to exchange small talk with a
roomful of people is my cup of tea - is one

The internet also
gives introverts
an opportunity
to shine, albeit in
a quiet and safe
way.

statement too far. I have accepted I am an
introvert. So how do I do it? I’ve had to
develop a couple of hacks to make it all
possible.
I network on line because a full 70% of
employers are likely to check out your
social media when they’re considering you
for a job. It can be very daunting.
But even us introverts can use on line
culture in our favour. It’s less draining
as we can do it alone, in front of our
computers, in the safety of our rooms
while we connect to the world.
It can also be a lot easier to get a hold of
people on line than in person, this makes
on line an easier way to widen my
social circle.
We Introverts do best when we plan, write
and think through what we want to say.
Connecting with people on line allows
me to do all that back-end work without
anyone even noticing.
Online networking isn’t just text-based
anymore. I can use platforms like IGTV and
Behance to spread the word about
my projects.

Further, inviting people on line to meet
one-on-one shows them that you’re
interested in them and their work as
individuals. It also gives us introverts an
opportunity to shine, albeit in a quiet and
safe way.
People in conversations rate their
impressions of others more favourable
when they themselves do most of the
talking. For that reason, us introverts
should do what we do best and use our
curiosity about others as an asset. Making
someone feel heard and seen is a great
way to forge a long-lasting collaboration.
The active listening that comes to us
naturally is as important – if not moreso than that of being an entertaining
extrovert.
Its a brave new world in which being
an introvert does not have to stop your
being from getting there.
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Top 10 most
asked questions

NOTE: That you would be required to enter
a reference number which is your cellphone
number with 5 zero before the number.
Eg:0000081 (FNB Customers) other banks
accept account number or regular cellphone
number.

How do I get GPRS/MMS/3G on
my account?
All customers are by default provisioned
for data services (GPRS/MMS/3G) and
the device configuration is automatic.
When you switch on your phone for the
first time, both MMS and GPRS settings
will be automatically sent to your device.
Once you have received the settings you
will have to enter a PIN, which is either
or 1234 to save.
I blocked my SIM card, how do I get
the PUK number?
PUK is a security code therefore it is not
obtainable over the phone. Please visit
your nearest MTC MobileHome or Dealer
with your ID and we will provide you
with your PUK codes. This is a security
code and is not provided via the Contact
Centre.
How much is a SIM card replacement?
The cost of a SIM card replacement is N$30.

What is the balance on my account?
(credit/free minutes/free megabytes)
• Dial 139 for your balance enquiry,
the call will be automatically dropped
and you will receive an SMS with your
balance
• Send a USSD dial string as *139# to
retrieve your balance information
How much is a MTC Golden Number?
Golden numbers are obtainable at any
MTC MobileHome. Find all tariffs listed
on our website.
How can I reset my VoiceMail pin if forgot it?
Your VoiceMail pin is confidential
therefore it is not obtainable over the
phone. Please visit your nearest MTC
MobileHome or MTC registered dealer
with your ID and your pin will be reset
free of charge.
What are the banking details of MTC
(for Internet payment)?
Kindly visit our website (www.mtc.com.
na) for our banking details.
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What is an Aweh Recharge Voucher?
It is a PIN-based Virtual Voucher that
automatically activates the Aweh product
upon recharging.
This voucher eliminates the two-step
process of recharging followed by
sending a text choosing the Aweh
product.
How is the Aweh Recharge Voucher
redeemed?
There are two methods available.
• Simply SMS the Aweh Recharge
Voucher PIN to 132 or
• Simply dial*132*Aweh Recharge
Voucher PIN#
Upon recharging the selected Aweh, it is
immediately activated and available.
Is it possible to load Aweh in advance
with the Aweh Recharge Voucher?
No, the recharge will fail if any of the
Aweh Services are already activated.
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Bag your wish
with Santa
#MTCSantaDeals

Samsung A50

Samsung A30

4,969

6,999

N$

N$

Huawei
Cap & Extra
Earphones

Huawei Y5 Lite
N$

1,499

Huawei Y9 Prime

4,799

N$

Mobicel Ego

569
Terms & Conditions Apply

mtc.com.na

Huawei P30 Lite 6GB

6,039

N$

Huawei
High Quality
Water Bottle

Festive
Season
Specials
from Santa

N$

Huawei
Selfie Stick
Set

Amplify Note
Series
Earphones With
Charging Case

Amplify Note
Series
Earphones With
Charging Case

ZTE Blade A522
N$

1,199

